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of Requesting Party: Alliance for Affordable Energy

Question No.: AAE 6-8 Part No.: Addendum:

Question:

Refer to Exhibit CLR-2, page 12, Table 6.

a. Please provide the I/O tables for Louisiana that were used in the operations impact analysis.

b. Please provide a breakdown of “direct” impacts by industry, by year.

c. Please provide the assumption for how much of demand for each industry is to be produced within the Louisiana—for each industry modeled.

Response:

a. Please see attachments to AAE 6-7.

b. Table 6 provides a breakdown of indirect impacts on Louisiana during the first year of operations. Table 6 does not break down direct impacts by industry and by year. However, page 8 of the report notes the amount that the Company estimates that it will spend to operate NOPS annually.

c. Table 6 does not model any industries.